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When you think about wholesale flowers for special events, especially for weddings, an unending
variety of flowers come to mind. Brides generally feel overwhelmed before the long list among which
they can select their wedding flowers from.  Although they always look to give a special and unique
touch to their wedding decoration, some try to stick to the classic concepts used for wedding
flowers, while others try to completely stay away from what is commonly used. Therefore, I would
like to give you a list of the most commonly used flowers among brides, so you can choose the best
way to give that special touch to that very special day.

The first one on the list is Peonies. Peonies are absolutely perfect as wedding flowers for their
elegant and classic look. For wedding bouquets, brides generally used them with a closed cut to
give a ball-looking to their bouquet; others rather to let the flower open up completely to its 5 inches
diameter.

Wholesale calla lilies are second on the list. You might have the wrong idea that calla lilies are used
for white-classic bouquets, but the list of colors for these is near to never-ending. Calla lilies are
used for tropical weddings, eclectic floral arrangements, and ocean-themed decorations, among
others. Just give them a try and let them personalize your flower selection.

Hydrangea Flowers are among the bridesÂ´ favorite to add volume and consistency to their wedding
flower selection. Brides generally choose white hydrangeas to complement their centerpieces.
Hydrangeas are perfect for centerpieces because the big size of their bloom allows the bride to save
money but still have high-volume floral arrangements. And, although they are used for classic
wedding floral arrangements, the tinted hydrangeas are an excellent choice since they can be
customized to almost any color.

Wholesale Roses are definitely the most common selection for weddings. Simply because they
represent love and passion, brides always try to put in a few stems on their bouquet, or they simply
have a rose bouquet! Roses are beautiful wedding flowers that come in many unique colors and
shapes. The right type will adjust perfectly to your desire of personalizing your wedding decoration.

The list is unending when you think about what one can do with wholesale flowers. But you can
definitely look at what other brides have generally used to give you an idea of what looks best for
that special day. Give them a try! Look at some pictures on the internet and you will find a good
guidance to start giving your wedding a special touch.
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